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Abstract

In view of the legislations on privacy, we address the issue of limiting non-technical responsibility of the ad-

ministrators of a computer network. A primary concern regards the anonymity of channels within a local network.

Solutions proposed in the literature increase significantly the traffic. In this paper we argue that it is possible to imple-

ment anonymous and private channels in a local network, without increasing the traffic, with a suitable combination

of an appropriate policy and technical tools.

1 Introduction

Article 8 comma 1 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union [7], and now also Art. 50 of the Draft

Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe [11] state that everyone has the right to the protection of personal data,

and that a European law shall lay down the rules relating to the protection of individuals with regard to the processing

of personal data. Council Resolution [12] stresses among other things the relevance of security issues. The laws of

Member States of the European Union must comply with EC directives For instance, the Italian law on privacy, L.

196/03, [10], is based on the same fundamental principles, and besides addressing privacy concerns, it defines the

minimal security measures that must be adopted in the management of sensitive data.

Therefore, technical staff administering a network is on the one side compelled to offer service of a good quality

and at the same time has the duty to respect the privacy of users. They find themselves burdened with the knowledge

of sensitive data relative to the users, whereas this is neither strictly nor necessarily an issue they are qualified to deal

with. We address privacy issues specifically focusing on theconcern of protecting the rights of technical staff. We

believe that the sensitive information on the customers, that is in any case known to some critical section of the service

provider, must be made known elsewhere only as strictly necessary.

We addressed the issue from the point of view of application servers in [13] and [14]. In those papers, we showed

under which hypotheses it is possible to implement the essential services in such a way that an attacker with knowledge



of all configuration information that is available on the system needs a prohibitive amount of resources in order to infer

sensitive information. The consequence is that the problemof anonymity is moved to the communication channels.

In this paper we study the possibility of implementing anonymous channels within a local network. (We assume a

TCP/IP network over a fully switched Ethernet.) We discuss to what extent anonymous channels can be satisfactorily

implemented defining a suitable policy.

We give a definition of privacy in terms of the administrator’s view of the system. This approach is justified by our

interest in the rights of technical staff. But also notice that in a fully switched Ethernet, normally other users do not

represent a threat to the privacy of communication channels.

We point out and discuss that the policy on collection and usage of log files plays a central role in shaping the

administrator’s view of the system. The underlying idea is to minimize the usage (or availability) of log files, still

maintaining the critical ones that are necessary for network management.

Thus, we analyze virtual channels at different levels of theTCP/IP stack, questioning that the corresponding log

files should be indispensable. As a consequence, we propose ascenario of network administration in which the mon-

itoring of traffic and the legal treatment of data is restricted in such a way that the information collected is sufficient

for a functional management of the local network, doesn’t disclose sensitive data and allows for emergency security

interventions.

There are various proposals in the literature, for the implementation of anonymous channels. They essentially boil

down to families of proxies (mixers [8, 22, 16, 17, 19]) and the use of broadcast along with encryption (see e.g. [1]).

Both systems tend to increase the traffic in the system and theload on the machines.

The simpler proxy solution must be supported by a suitable policy on the logs. For instance, the system JAP [19],

for anonymity and privacy over the Internet, requires that mix providers sign an official declaration, that they do not

save connection log files or exchange with other mix providers data which could be used to uncover JAP users. This

must be equivalently enforced in a local network.

An alternative uses covert channels, tunnelling other communication in http-traffic[3]. This solves traffic analysis

issues, but does not respond to the privacy goals we set.

Instead of mixers, one might think of using agents: autonomous travelling agents would carry messages, and they

could hide source and destination of the data they carry by serving many masters at once, and taking random paths to

reach their targets. This solution might also lead to trafficincrease and would require techniques for securing agents

(the latter are still the object of much research; existing solutions are preliminary and expensive [23, 6, 2]).

In contrast to these approaches, we suggest that the definition of a precise policy, backed by the careful reorganiza-

tion of the network administration, and suitable technicaltools, would solve the problem imposing a minimal overhead

on the network.

We believe that a suitable policy can be reasonably enforced, using appropriate technical tools. However, it must
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be kept in mind that the cost of anonymity is, in our proposal,paid in terms of making the network management policy

more restrictive. Whether this is desirable or not is a tradeoff that involves many parameters, and a political decision.

Security issues are out of the scope of this paper. It should be understood that policy definition and adoption depend

on the specific services that are offered and on the level of security that is required. This also conditions the possibility

of offering anonymity at all—in the administrative LAN of a bank, user anonymity might be out of the question.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in the next section we link the issue of anonymous channels

with the view of the system of network administrators, and bring up the related issue of logging policies. In Section 3

we define our basic assumptions on the network. In Section 4 weargue that anonymity of the communication channels

can be achieved in the local network. We give a more concrete picture of our proposal in Section 5, in which we analyze

a possible scenario of network management. We conclude withsome remarks on future work.

2 Limited and instantaneous view

We ground our analysis on the following observations. Firstof all, absolute privacy requires protocols that are very

different from what we are normally used to, and thus undesirable; instead, privacy should be obtained as a combination

of protocols and policies [20]. But, if privacy of data can beinfringed with sporadic and instantaneous actions, it is hard

to devise a monitoring strategy that exposes violations of the policy. On the other hand, whenever retrieval of sensitive

data requires a continuous and/or ubiquitous collection ofinformation from the network, with suitable technical tools

the policy can be enforced.

Therefore, our aim is to prove that the view of the system of technical staff can be reduced to a local and/or

istantaneous view in all domains that involve sensitive information, without impairing network management.

For proper network management, the system administrator must be able to monitor traffic in real time in case of

need. The permission must be granted via anefficientprocedure, in order to avoid costs that would be caused by delays.

The use of virtual private channels at IP level within the LAN(implemented with protocols like, e.g., IPsec) would not

change the view of the system administrator, who would have the means to access the traffic in the clear. As a benefit,

it would protect from third parties snooping on the LAN. But,since, as mentioned, security issues are out of the scope

of this paper, we confine ourselves to the observation that the effect of such channels on the administration would be

only to make it heavier.

Notice that real-time monitoring doesn’t endow the system administrator of an ubiquitous and continuous view of

the system. Log files can. But security concerns impose the collection of log files.
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2.1 Log files and the policy

When indiscriminate use of the log-files is admitted, log files represent the continuous and ubiquitous view of the

system that we want to avoid. Therefore it is necessary that data be logged and managed with different policies,

depending on how frequently they must be accessed and on the privacy of the data they contain. Policies must specify

which parts (which headers and/or payloads) of each packet can be stored in log files with different (privacy based)

usage profiles.

In detail, the following steps must be taken:

• define clearly what information must be normally available to technical staff;

• provide technical tools that separate in a clear way sensitive data from technically valuable data, so that data

necessary for the correct functioning of the system are always available to technical staff, and other data can be

collected in an emergency situation;

• define clearly which operations are legal for technical staff in conditions of normal operation;

• provide means to monitor the activity of technical staff in order to establish whether they are trying to access

data illegally; this, for their protection and with forensic aims, in order to be able to clear a honest administrator

in case of doubt, and the opposite;

• provide efficient emergency procedures for dealing with unusual and critical situations.

A good policy, as always, is a policy that can be easily enforced; therefore it must be defined with a view to the

techniques available for monitoring usual activity and detecting misuse. The limits that must be posed depend strongly

on the tools that are to be used to monitor the activity of technical staff. These tools, in turn, depend strongly on issues

of secure operating systems. (This is an area of independentinterest and we plan to investigate it further as future

work.)

The different policies can be implemented taking advantageof syslog flexibility, including features like priority

tags. Syslog classifies messages according to their criticality, labelling them with tags. The first few tags in descending

relevance order (EMERG, ALERT, CRIT) label events that mustdefinitely receive attention. Also some ERR messages

should be attended to. We maintain that logs of conditions ofsuch priorities should always be available to the system

administrator. Messages tagged with lower priority (WARNING down to DEBUG) can be forgotten in everyday ad-

ministration. On the other hand, it is necessary to define procedures that allow the collection and usage of logs with

messages of any priority level (for instance, do not ask an administrator to install sendmail without looking at DEBUG

level messages!). Should it be necessary to collect more critical logs, even during normal operation, classified logs

should be encrypted or redirected to a protected machine via, say, a serial connection.
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Figure 1: The network is organized in subnets (S = servers; U =hosts administered by users; T = hosts administered

by technical staff; M = mobile devices).

Many tools now enable a system administrator to centralize all relevant logs to carry on suitable analysis on them.

Therefore the policy must also define which kind of cross analysis of logs is legal. Policy implementation here includes

providing properly configured tools for cross analysis.

3 Configuration

Client hosts.

Our discussion assumes that client machines are “private”.This is no light assumption and requires some discussion

per se. When a new desktop is connected to the network, two arethe possible policies that can be followed. Either the

user administers the machine him/herself, or administrator privileges are granted to the technical staff that is in charge

of the machine. In the first case, liability of the system administrator is not extended to the private machines

The second choice impairs privacy, altough it can be argued that with a role based administration of the machine

(we think, e.g., of Trusted Solaris [25]), and enforcing a suitable policy,it should be possible to preserve user privacy

to some extent.

The network.

We assume a TCP/IP network, over a fully switched Ethernet. Moreover, the local network is organized in subnets

(Fig. 1). This enables us to customize policies to subnets, depending on different security and privacy requirements.

We assume that servers are on one (or more) separate subnet(s) (Fig. 1, S). User-administered and staff-administered

client hosts are connected to two separate subnets (Fig. 1, Uand T), because in the first case a lower reliability level
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can be guaranteed. (In our LAN it has happened that users administering their own computer chose to run their own

DHCP server—when one was already active in the network—or misconfigured the IP number of their laptop, setting

it to the gateway’s IP.) A more stable network access is paid in terms of privacy in the subnet with staff-administered

machines.

Even more problems arise in a subnet to which mobile devices are allowed to connect (Fig. 1, M). Reliability and

security here are even lower, due on the one side to the fact that mobile devices are typically user-administered, and on

the other on the higher exposure of mobile devices to variousinfections. Therefore such a subnet should be treated as

an external network, for the purposes of security and trust.

4 Anonymous channels

We say that a communication channel isanonymousif it does not expose the relations between users and their activities

[18].

This implies that the chain associating users to IP numbers to MAC addresses to applicative payload of packets

must be interrupted in more than one point. It also implies that client/server relations in a connection should be

hidden. Whereas all channels above transport level can be easily implemented as private and anonymous, with standard

cryptographic techniques, it is not clear what can be done below that level.

Depending on which information (what headers) are collected in a log file, this can be regarded as providing

continuous view at a some level of the TCP/IP stack (the correspondance with stack layers not being necessarily

accurate). Therefore the following discussion includes log files.

4.1 IP level

The relation between IP numbers and users can be hidden usingdynamic association of IP numbers, with a DHCP

protocol.

It must be noted, though, that on many new firewalls, after an initial authentication phase, rights granted to users

are associated to the user’s IP. This clearly works in a direction opposite to our privacy goals, but is an aspect of the

obvious trade-off between privacy and privileges.

On the other hand, whenever firewalls grant privileges basedsolely on the service requested, privacy is protected,

even if the packet filtering mechanism is actually looking atIP source and destination of each packet, as well as at

the ports. The latter (typical) situation does not jeopardize privacy as long as log files are not maintained, or (more

realistically) log files with IP information are classified.
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4.2 Physical layer

The lower one goes down the TCP/IP stack, the harder it becomes to hide information. The question is how much

information is necessary for normal network management.

With an oscilloscope, for instance, one can analyze the signal travelling on the wires, and even identify a specific

network card, by the characteristics of its transmission. We maintain that collection of data at this level, is not normally

necessary. An occasional use of the instrument might be required by some functioning anomaly, but it would not

sensibly impair privacy. A continued data collection with it should on the other hand be detectable. A suitable policy

and monitoring should be sufficient to rule out such a threat to privacy at physical level.

4.3 Datalink layer

The association between the MAC address of a client host and the physical port to which the host is plugged in turns out

to be much more critical than one would expect. In a network with high mobility this might not be an issue, but often

users have their own desktop computers or plug-in their laptops in their office, and don’t move around. In such a static

environment, the MAC addresses are as good as the names of theusers, unless the MAC address can be decoupled from

the physical port.

For some machines, also the MAC address can be changed dynamically. This should not be done too often, or

else the switches end up for behaving like hubs: before a switch has learned the port-MAC address association for a

machine, it simply broadcasts all packets for that MAC address. Changing MAC addresses once or twice a day should

be sufficient. Clashes of forged MAC addresses are unlikely,but could be prevented altogether with a centralized

monitoring (centralized to each subnet), that allows connection to the subnet only after having checked that the MAC

address that the new machine is proposing is not already in use in that subnet.

An interrogation of the switches allows to bind the MAC address to the physical port to which the machine is

connected. This, as discussed, in environments with low mobility, allows to link a MAC address to a user. But proper

configuration of the switches allows to restrict the IP from which such requests are allowed and to log all connections:

this way an effort towards building and keeping up-to-date associations between users and the MAC addresses of their

computers can be exposed.

In a more standard setting in which MAC addresses are fixed, the association physical port-MAC address is essen-

tially always known, and can therefore be regarded as publicinformation. Now, if policies specify that (unclassified)

datalink level logs must only preserve datalink headers (noother headers and no payload), then privacy is again safe-

guarded by suitable enforcement and monitoring. Indeed, recall that we have placed servers on a separate subnet.

Therefore datalink layer headers of packets of a client/server connection never contain both the client and the server

MAC addresses, one of source or destination always being therouter.

Of course, cross examinations of logs, would enable to derive associations as to which machine has accessed which
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User name IP address MAC address port

Arthur Dent 193.206.52.42 4f09ac9ce211 3,A,74

Ford Prefect 193.206.52.24 9ad2ff1a423b 1,D,127

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Figure 2: User IDs through the TCP/IP stack.

server, even working at datalink level.

5 Minimizing logs and static information

In this section we analyze some specific privacy threats in a possible scenario of network administration inspired by the

situation in our University and with reference to specific tasks. We propose policy based, privacy aware alternatives.

5.1 User–IP–MAC association

Consider Table 2. It summarizes for all users in a network theIP address of their machine, the corresponding MAC

address and the physical port to which the machine is plugged. The port here is expressed as a sequence describing the

path to the physical port through the tree of switches (the organization of the tree matches the topology of the building;

thus the sequence indicates a floor number, a section of the building and the number of the port in that section).

The table enables essentially to associate user identitiesas they appear at different layers of the TCP/IP stack. It is

extremely useful for the following purposes:

1. Authentication: beforehand knowledge of MAC addresses provides a simple authentication tool. When a new

machine tries to connect to the network, its MAC address is checked: if it is listed in the table, the connection

is accepted. This technique can be used in a rigid fashion: the table is static and therefore the port to which

each host may connect is fixed in advance. Alternatively, onecan accept that the port entry be filled after the

connection, say via an appropriate request to the switches.

2. Tracing troublemakers: it allows to trace the port and MAC address corresponding to an IP number which is

causing some problems on the network (a faulty or a maliciousmachine). With the table at hand, even in a large

environment, it is the matter of seconds tracing the offending machine.

3. Troubleshooting: it can be useful to solve problems for a user who is experiencing some difficulties with ser-

vices. In this case, the table is very practical to retrieve information on the topology of the network.
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The table provides most of the links in the chain associatingusers with their activities, and therefore is at odds with

the pursuit of anonymous channels. This leads to the following considerations:

• Table destruction: We do not want to keep such information, and we must also ensure that it is possible to

monitor technical staff to ensure that they don’t collect such information.

• Information retrieval: On the other hand, it must be possible to reconstruct the necessary portions of the table

each time that some technical problem arises and must be solved.

• Dynamical associations:Finally, we must avoid that the collection of sensitive dataon one occasion impairs the

privacy of a user at all subsequent times (i.e. the sensitive relations must change dynamically sufficiently often).

Destroying the table amounts to breaking the associations between columns, or at least rendering them useless. As

we discussed in the previous section, the IP address can be decoupled from all other information in the table, using

a dynamic association with a DHCP server. Where forged MAC addresses are possible, their association with users

can be eliminated as well. Also recall that, even though in general we cannot assume the latter, locating servers on a

separate subnet allows to hide at datalink level sensitive information on the activities of users.

Information retrieval must be finalized to completing the Tasks 1 through 3 that motivate the maintainance of the

table in the first place.

Authentication can be solved with the adoption of more sofisticated authentication techniques. Solutions as (e.g.)

the system described in [5], Authipf [4] and Cisco Secure User Registration Tool [9], not only allow a privacy aware

management of the network, but can also provide a stronger authentication service. Basically, the idea is that a machine

must authenticate upon connection to the network. The authentication data isnot the host’s MAC address (which, as

observed, is even forgeable), but some other secret that theparties have agreed upon. This allows a more flexible au-

thentication procedure, allows to connect machines to different (virtual) LANs, and to any port (maybe with restrictions

that depend on virtual LANs). Logging of authentication sessions, as well as MAC–IP associations should be logged

in classified files.

Tracing the physical port of a computer that is causing trouble on thenetwork from its MAC address can be solved

by telnet connections to the switch(es). Notice that, with proper configuration of the switch, such connections can

be limited to specific IPs and can be logged. This way a continuous activity of collection of information (basically

attempts at keeping an updated version of the table above at all times) can be exposed.

Tracing a MAC address from an IP address is more tricky, especially if we want to preserve privacy and minimize

the availability of log files. Indeed, if the faulty behaviour is noticed in a subnet different from the one to which the

troublesome host belongs, the host’s MAC address is not available on the packets. The policy can specify that system

administrators may temporarily block traffic from a faulty or malicious host (unless the host is a server, of course). This

is acceptable, since the first goal is the correct functioning of the network. It is very likely that, after the traffic has been

blocked, the user that works on that host will pretty soon report to the system administrator.
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Relevant information on the topology of the network fortroubleshootingpurposes is solved snooping packets and

requesting information of switches, after obtaining user consent to all these operations. Since IP addresses are assigned

dynamically, the exposure of the IP that the user is currently using has only temporary significance. The same holds

for the exposure of the MAC address, in case this is assigned dynamically (as discussed, wenever MAC addresses are

statical, they can be regarded as public information).

5.2 Automatic processing of log files

Log files are very important for the solution of technical problems that may occur on the network. But in most cases

their value lies on statistical or general information derived from them, rather than on the specific data relating to a

single connection or a single user. This implies that most ofthe time summaries highlighting some features of the

traffic are sufficient to the system administrator, and the sensitive details pertaining to single users can be kept in store

as classified data, to be available only in emergency situations, subject to specific authorizations. These summaries can

be produced by automatic tools, thus eliminating the need ofhuman inspection of sensitive data.

We refer in the following to some specific instances.

Network and transport layer logs.

Log files in which data from the network and transport layer are present can convey sensitive information even though

the IP numbers cannot be related directly to users. The reason is that this data could be in principle useful for user

profiling. Most critical is here perhaps the converse: the known profile of a user can help to identify traffic as pertaining

to that user and therefore to expose details of the user’s activity. In a large network in which IP numbers are associated

dynamically, such a (direct or reverse) profiling activity is not straightforward. Information is in any case leaked, which

we want to avoid as much as possible. So the question is how relevant logs that contain network and transport headers

are for system administration.

One first fact is that these logs are useful, for instance, forderiving information on the kind of traffic that flows

through the local network, classified according to the different services. This information is essential in case of network

congestion. Automatic traffic-shaping tools take care of the congestion problem in a flexible way, based on priorities

that are defined for various services and subnets. But such tools can also be used to produce all sorts of statistics,

depending on the configuration. Processed files can contain completely anonymous data (see e.g. Fig. 3) that not only

respect the users’ privacy but are also largely more useful for network administration. Of course they can also be

configured to trace traffic pertaining to a single user, but this will be forbidden by the policy and the configuration of

the traffic-shaping tools can be periodically monitored.
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Figure 3: Anonymous statistics on sensitive traffic. (The figure is from [21].)

DNS logs.

DNS activity is even more critical in connection to user profiling. For instance each user visits more frequently a

number of web sites more relevant for his/her activity, and web accesses produce DNS queries. But the usefulness of

complete DNS logs is questionable during normal operation.One needs to monitor errors and attemps at unauthorized

zone transfers, but certainly not single user requests. Again, statistics might be useful for better knowledge of the traffic

through the network, but those data can be utterly anonymousand produced by automatic processing tools.

IDS.

Intrusion detection systems (IDS) can also be employed for network diagnostic. To give a concrete example we refer

again to incidents that occurred in our network when a user decided to run his own DHCP server, when one was already

in use in the LAN; or when a user configured her laptop to use as IP address the gateway IP address. Our way to detect

similar (catastrophic!) anomalies is to run the Snort IDS [24], configured to signal the presence of more than one DHCP

server, or gateway. In general, an IDS can be configured to produce statistics and summaries of activity of the network,

not necessarily oriented towards intrusion detection.

Cross analysis.

The association of information like CPU load, memory load, interface status, single deamons’ errors, all linked to each

other, is precious for understanding what goes on in the network. This data would help to expose many faults and errors

in the network, without affecting privacy issues. Such datanormally results from cross-examining multiple log-files.

We argue that if the processing is done automatically by a properly configured tool, privacy is preserved.

Cross analysis of log files is otherwise, in our opinion, seldom necessary. In our experience, it might be useful in

two or three instances in one year, in a network with roughly one thousand hosts.

For instance, we needed it to solve a puzzle when we realized that, configuring machines in a subnet with addresses

belonging to another subnet, the network was still correctly working. The anomaly turned out to be caused by a
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configuration of the router, that set it up to work at datalinklevel when possible, for performance. As a result, the

router didn’t even look at the IP addresses of packets when they were directed to subnets that it was directly connected

to.

We believe that it is acceptable to resort to an emergency procedure in such rare special cases.

5.3 Log files on servers

This paper focuses on the channels. But channels end at servers, and are used to convey services; therefore we cannot

avoid a discussion of what is exposed by logs of processes.

Log files normally do not store the packet payload. At least this is the default choice of tools like TCPdump.

Besides, when anonymity and privacy are the goals, it can be assumed that application data are encrypted. Therefore

we will suppose that application data is never stored in log files.

Since we place the servers in a separate subnet, the MAC addresses of client hosts do not reach the server: all

packets arrive with the router’s MAC address. The IP addresses of users change dynamically, therefore are no issue

either.

A real concern is more specific to the service that is being granted. If the service that is offered can be anonymous,

then log files at the server cannot serve to link users with their activities. Notice that information can still be deducedby

user profiling means; yet if the service is anonymous, the user ID changes at each access, as well as the IP address from

which the connection is requested, therefore the profiling is not straighforward, unless the usage patterns are extremely

distinictive.

For services that can be at most pseudonymous, like the use ofan account or of e-mail service, we see no way

of preventing knowledge of the activity of a single user. In [14] we explored the possibility of an anonymous e-mail

service, but concluded that the latter can never substitutetraditional e-mail, due to its several drawbacks.

Under the assumption that cross-analysis of log files is forbidden by the policy, log files at the server expose some

information on the user activity only when the service itself is not anonymous. In the latter case, anonymity of the

channel itself is obviously lost, but this would happen withanonymous channels obtained with any technology (even

by magic!).

6 Conclusions

In this paper we discuss the possibility of defining anonymous channels in a local network through the adoption of a

suitable policy and the monitoring of the administrators’ activity. We argue that this approach is more realistic than

other proposals found in the literature, because it doesn’tincrease the load on the network.

The persistency of the association of the MAC address to the physical port (and thus to the user) is obviously an
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undesirable weak point in our treatment. If it can’t be avoided, we maintain that it can still be made harmless by the

suitable definition of a policy.

Security issues were not addressed explicitly in this paper. For instance, we assumed that other users represent

no threat to one’s privacy in a fully switched Ethernet. Thisis of course false, if we take into account the possibility

of attacks (see, e.g., [15]). But it is also true that using protocols like IPsec within the LAN, such problems can be

solved. In short, although we do not discuss the interplay ofprivacy and security, we carried out our analysis in constant

awareness of security issues. As a result, the solutions we propose here do not conflict with security based solutions, at

least no more than privacy conflicts with security at all. We plan to draw the complete picture in the future.

We hope to foster with this paper a discussion on our alternative solution.

The logical next step of our research will be an indepth analysis of the flexibility and usefulness of tools like syslog

and role-based administration, in view of our goals. We alsomust address performance concerns if we choose to

encrypt sensitive logs. The final goal is to actually proposea policy respecting the constraints we set, for a specific

network.

Finally, the case of wireless networks would require a specific treatment.
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